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Advancing Performance Measurement in Cognitive Engineering:
The Abstraction Hierarchy as a Framework for Dynamical Systems Analysis

Xinyao Yu, Elfreda Lau, Kim J. Vicente, andMichael W. Carter
Cognitive Engineering Laboratory
Departmentof Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada
This paper describes a novel approach to performance measurementthat is based on the abstraction
hierarchy (AH) and dynamical systemstheory @ST). Each level in the AH provides a systematic way
of identifying a state spacethat can be used to conduct complementary DST analyses. This approach
was applied to data from a longitudinal experiment that measuredsubjects’ performance in interacting
with a processcontrol microworld simulation on a quasi-daily basis over a period of six months. The
variability in trajectories at each level of the AH was examined over successiveblocks of trials. The
analysesat different levels revealed complementary insights into subjects’ behavior. Collectively, the
results provided objective, quantitative evidence that highly experienced and very proficient subjects
were actually performing the task using very different strategies. Thus, integration of the AH and DST
provides a novel measurementapproachthat can reveal unique and important insights into performance.
Abstraction Hierarchy

INTRODUCTION

Cognitive engineershave proposedadvancedinterface
designprinciples to facilitate the job of operatorsof complex
sociotechnicalsystems(e.g., Bennett & Flach, 1992). But as
ideasfor new interfaceshave developed,our ability to
evaluatethem empirically has not kept pace. Thus, there is a
pressingneedfor novel measuresthat distinguish, not just
betweenmore and lessproficient subjects,but also between
equally proficient subjectswho areperforming tasksin
qualitatively different ways (Sanderson,Verhage,& Fuld,
1989). In this paper,we describehow the abstraction
hierarchy (AH; Rasmussen,1985) and dynamical systems
theory (DST, e.g., Port & van Gelder, 1995)can be combined
for this purpose.
Dynamical Systems Theory

DST hasbeenusedfor decadesby scientistsand
engineersfrom diverse disciplines to model dynamic systems.
In DST, the behavior of a systemover time is describedusing
a stafevariubk. Complex systemsare usually modeledusing
severalstatevariables,eachrepresentinga different attribute
of the system. Collectively, the statevariables of a system
define a multidimensional srurespace,with eachstatevariable
defining onedimension of that space. Any sequenceof
systembehavior can be mappedonto the statespaceas a
sequenceof states. This line in the statespaceis referred to as
a trajectory. Although DST has its roots in the physical
sciences,it is being increasingly usedin cognitive science
(Port & van Gelder, 1995). In the remainder of this paper,we
will show that DST can be very relevant to cognitive
engineeringas well.

The AH is a multileveled representationformat for
describing complex work domains (Rasmussen,1985). Each
level of the AH is a model of the samework domain, with
eachlevel relying on a different set of attributes or ‘language’.
Higher levels of abstractionrepresentthe work domain in
termsof purposeand function, whereaslower levels represent
the work domain in terms of physical implementation. The
AH is usually usedin conjunction with a decomposition(or
part-whole) hierarchy that describesthe work domain at
various layers of resolution. Higher levels describethe work
domain at a coarselevel, whereaslower levels describethe
work domain at a more fine-grained level.
Figure 1 provides an example of how the abstractionand
decompositionhierarchiescan be usedto develop multiple
representationsof a work domain (Bisantz & Vicente, 1994).
The systembeing representedis DURESS (Dual REservoir
SystemSimulation) II, a processcontrol microworld that was
usedas a testbedfor this and previous research. As shown
along the top of Figure 1, there are three levels of
decompositionfor this particular example,eachconnectedby
part-whole relations (System,Subsystem,and Component).
As shown along the left side of Figure 1, there are five levels
of abstractionfor this example,eachconnectedby means-ends
links (Functional Purpose,Abstract Function, Generalized
Function, Physical Function, and Physical Form).
The abstractionand decompositionhierarchies,while
conceptually orthogonal, are coupled in practice (Rasmussen,
1985). At higher levels of abstraction,operatorstend to think
of the work domain at a coarselevel of resolution, whereasat
lower levels of abstraction,they tend to adopt a detailed level
of resolution. Therefore,certain cells in the spaceare not very
meaningful (e.g., Functional Purpose/ Component).
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Figure 1: Representationof DURESS II in abstraction/
decompositionspace(from Bisantz & Vicente, 1994).
In the caseof DURESSII, four cells in Figure 1 have
beenidentified asbeing useful for the presentpurposes
(Bisantz & Vicente, 1994):
l Functional Purpose/ System- outputs to the
environment
l Abstract Function I Subsystem- massand energy
topologies
l GeneralizedFunction / Component- liquid flow and
heat transferrates
l Physical Function / Component- componentsettings
Note that this fourth cell can be consideredan action spacein
that subjectscan only act directly on the componentsin
DURESSII. The bottom level of Physical Form will not be
usedherebecausethe location and appearanceof components
are not meaningful in a microworld simulation.
Integration

Each of the four cells just describedcontains a different
representationof the very samework domain, eachbeing a
different abstractionof processbehaviors. This insight allows
us to use the AH to conduct a DST analysis. Each level of the
AH provides a different frame of reference,or statespace,for
measuringperformance. Thus, the behavior during any one
trial can be plotted as a trajectory over time. But becauseeach
level defines a different statespace,eachtrial will be revealed
asa different trajectory, dependingon the level of abstraction
that we chosefor measurement.
Consequently,eachframe of referencecan be usedto
conduct a different DST analysis. For example,at the
Functional Purpose/Systemlevel, DURESS II can be
describedin a four dimensional statespace(in addition to the
time dimension) defined by the four outputs: two temperature

goals and two output flow-rates.The behavior of the work
domain during one trial is a function of time and can be
geometrically plotted as a trajectory in the five dimensional
space. For a successfullycompletedstartup trial, this
trajectory would start at the origin of the space(becausethe
systemis initially shutdown) and would end at the small area
defined by the particular goal values (and tolerances)for that
trial. In the remainderof this paper, we will show how the
various levels of the AH can be usedto define multiple,
complementaryframesof referencethat reveal important
differencesbetweensubjects,even after extensiveexperience.

METHOD
The researchwas conductedwith DURESSII, a thermalhydraulic processsimulation. DURESS II was designedto be
representativeof industrial processcontrol systems,thereby
increasingthe generalizability of researchresults to
operationalsettings. Two interfacesfor DURESSII were
designed. The first only presentedphysical (P) information
about the process(i.e., the settingsof all of the components
and the goal variables), which representsthe state-of-artin
traditional interface designmethods. In contrast,the second
interface presentedboth physical and higher-order functional
(P+F) information about the process(i.e., flows, heat transfer
rates,massand energybalances). The P+F interface was
designedbasedon the analysesof AH of DURESSII (for a
detailed description, seePawlak & Vicente, 1996).
Three subjectswere assignedto eachinterface group.
They were askedto control DURESSII until the goals(two
temperaturegoals and two water outflow rates) were achieved.
Subjectscontrolled the processfor approximately onehour a
day on a quasi-daily basisfor six months. The control tasks
included startup, tuning, and shutdown. Different fault modes
were introduced in someof the trials (unknown to the
subjects),requiring the subjectsto detect,diagnose,and
compensatefor the abnormality. The total number of trials for
eachsubjectwas 244.
A time-stamped,log file was createdduring eachtrial,
recording the subjects’ actions,and the values of all of the
processvariables. At severalpoints during the experiment,
subjectswere askedto write down a “control recipe”
describinghow they controlled the systemduring a startup
task (seeChristoffersenet al., 1994).
RESULTS

Due to spacelimitations, we will presenthere only the
results for the startup tasksof normal trials for the best subject
in eachinterface group (AV in the P+F group, andTL in the P
group). Previous analysisof the control recipeswritten by the
subjectssuggestedthat the best subjectin the P group, H, had
followed a rote set of preciseactions on components,while the
best subjectin the P+F group, AV, had focusedon the
functions to be achieved. This qualitative result seemedt0
show that TL’s knowledge about the processwas action-based,
while AV’s was function-based.
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Basedon theseself-reports,we madethe following
predictions. At the lowest level of abstraction(i.e., the action
space),TL should exhibit a lower level of variability in his
trajectoriesthan AV. BecauseTL thinks aboutthe processin
termsof specific actions on components,the regularities in his
behavior should appearat this low level of abstraction.
Conversely,at a high level of abstraction,AV should exhibit a
lower level of variability in his trajectoriesthan TL. Because
AV thinks aboutthe processin termsof functions, the
regularities in his behavior should appearat a high level of
abstraction. There is not enough information available to
predict which of the threehigher-level framesof referenceAV
is focusing on. Nevertheless,we would expect an inversion of
results when we adopt a different frame of reference.
The variability in the trajectoriesfor eachsubjectwas
calculatedat eachlevel of the AH describedabove,by block
(seeYu et al., 1997for the mathematicalformulae). We will
begin by discussingthe results from the Functional
Purpose/Systemlevel, illustrated in Figure 2. These
trajectorieswere normalized with respectto the setpoint
valuesfor eachtrial, thereby allowing us to meaningfully
comparetrajectoriesacrosstrials. The graphsin Figure 2
show the variability in trajectoriesfor eachsubjectover the
courseof the entire experiment, as a function of 11 blocks of
approximately20 trials each. After the initial part of the
experiment,the variancefor TL and AV are at the samelevel,
and they exhibit very consistenttrajectoriesat the goal space
level, This is not surprising, given that both subjectswere the
mostproficient in their respectivegroups. Thus, according to
this measure,TL and AV behavedin the samefashion.
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observationthat ‘IL’s behavior is driven more by a fixed set of
specific actions than A%. Thus, this finding provides
support for the hypothesesgeneratedby the control recipe data
for thesetwo subjects.
variance
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Figure 3: Comparisonof variance at Physical Function /
Componentat the last four blocks.
Figure 4 showsthe results of the variability analysisat the
GeneralizedFunction/Componentlevel. The trajectoriesin
this frame of referencewere also not normalized with respect
to the goal values for eachtrial for the reasonsstatedabove.
The results at this level are very similar to those from the
action spacelevel becausethere is a strong correlation
betweenthe two levels. By inspecting the equations
describing the processdynamics,we can seethat thereis a
direct correspondencebetweenthesetwo setsof variables
after the transientproducedby a changein componentsetting.
In other words, if we are given the componentsettingswe can
usually uniquely derive the liquid flow rates andheat transfer
rates (for normal trials). The only times during which this
relationship is weakenedis during the short period after an
action. Thus, this analysisdoes not provide any new insights.
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Figure 2: Variance at Functional Purpose/System.
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As alreadymentioned,the Physical Function/Component
cell in Fig. 1 representsan action spacebecausesubjectscould
only act on the processby directly changing the stateof
individual components. The variability of trajectoriesin the
action spacelevel was computedin the samemannerexcept
that the trajectorieswere not normalized with respectto the
goal valuesfor eachtrial. Such a normalization is not possible
becausethere is no direct relationship betweengoal values and
componentsettings, Thus, the variability analysis at this level
is basedon absolutesetting values (with a compensationfor
the fact that different componentshave different scalevalues;
seeYu et al., 1997). Figure 3 comparesthe action variability
for AV and TL during the last four blocks of the experiment.
Thesedata clearly show that TL’s behavior is consistently less
variable than A%. This result is consistentwith the
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Figure 4: Variance at GeneralizedFunction / Component.
The final set of AI-I variance analyseswas conductedat
the Abstract Function/Subsystemlevel. There aretwo
important differencesbetweenthis frame of referenceandthe
last two just described. First, the measurementis taking place
at an aggregatelevel. We are now examining variables at the
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Subsystemlevel, which are aggregatesof the variables that we
examinedat the level of Components(seeFigure 1). Second,
measurementat this level is in terms of variablesthat describe
the systemin terms of first principles (i.e., massand energy
conservationlaws). In this sense,this frame of referenceis a
privileged level of description. The fist analysisconductedat
this level was basedon trajectoriesthat were not normalized
for the particular goal values for different trials. In this case,
the calculations are basedon absolutedata values (except for a
compensationfor the fact that different componentshave
different scalevalues; seeYu et al., 1997). The results from
this analysisarepresentedin Figure 5. It is difficult to discern
any patternsin the data.

in TL.‘sbehavior are more at the action level (Figure 3), where
he exhibited a lower variance than AV. BecauseTL’s actions
arerelatively similar for trials with different setpoints,his
behavior is not ascontextualized (or situated)as A%. Thus,
when we examine TJL’sdata at a contextualized,functional
level of abstraction,he exhibits less structurethan doesAV.
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Figure 6: Variance at Abstract Function I Subsystem
(normalized by both scaleand goals).
DISCUSSION
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Figure 5: Variance at Abstract Function / Subsystem
(normalized by scaleonly).
There is anotherway to look at thesedata,however.
Becauseeachtrial has a different set of goal setpoints,we
would expectthere to be variance in the trajectoriesfor this
reasonalone. Although the trajectory for eachtrial begins at
the origin, the end point for eachtrajectory will be different
for different trials as a function of the setpointsfor thosetrials.
If we assumethat subjectstry to stabilize both volume and
temperaturefor eachreservoir, then it is possible to correct the
trajectoriesfor differencesin setpoint values acrosstrials.
This is accomplishedby dividing the massinput and output
flowratesby the demandsetpoints,and dividing the energy
input and output flowrates by the product of the demand
setpointsand the temperaturesetpoints. Normalizing the
trajectoriesin this fashion eliminates any variability caused
solely by differencesin goal setpointsacrosstrials.
The results from this second,more informative analysis
arepresentedin Figure 6. Severalinteresting findings emerge
from this alternative way of looking at the data. The most
important of all is the large difference betweenthe variances
for TL and AV. From the beginning of the experiment,but
especially in the secondhalf, the trajectory variancefor AV is
much lower than that for TL. This strong result is consistent
with the predictions we madefrom the control recipe data.
AV is thinking about, and controlling the processat a high
level of abstraction,focusing on the massand energylevel.
Moreover, he contextualizeshis control at this level basedon
the setpoint values for eachtrial. This can be observedby the
noticeabledifference in the data in Figures 5 and 6 for AV. It
is only when we compensatefor differencesin setpoint values
that we seethat, at a high level of abstraction,AV is acting in
a consistentfashion acrosstrials. In contrast,the regularities

This paperhas shown that it is possible to integratethe
AH and DST to develop novel and informative measuresof
performance. DST analysesof variability in trajectorieswere
conductedat the statespacesdefined by different levels of the
AH. Two important insights emergedfrom the results, one of
theoretical interest and the other of methodologicalinterest.
The most important theoretical insight stemsfrom the
behavioral evidenceshowing that the best subjectsin each
interface group adoptedvery different ways of controlling
DURESSII. Previousanalyseshad shown that both TL and
AV attained a very proficient level of performancethat was
superior to that obtainedby the other subjectsin their
respectivegroups. However, the DST analysespresentedhere
show that TL and AV were using qualitatively different
strategiesto control the process. TL adopteda rote set of
proceduresthat allowed him to control the systemefficiently,
at least under normal conditions, but without any deep
understandingof the system. Thus, the regularities in his
behavior acrosstrials can be found primarily at the level of
control actions (seeFigure 3). In contrast,AV focusedon the
functions that had to be satisfiedrather than the specific
actions that were required to achievethosegoals. Thus, the
regularities in AV’s behavior could be bestrevealedat the
level of first principles (seeFigure 6). The AH analysesshow
that AV controlled the systemby focusing on higher-order
functional variables and usedwhatever actions were required
to satisfy the current goals. Becausehe was not following a
script, AV exhibited a greaterlevel of variability in his actions
than did TL,. However, this variability was not chaotic.
Instead,it was situatedto the current context.
Thesedifferencescan be interpreted in termsof the
different interfacesthat TL and AV usedto control DURESS
II. AV usedthe P+F interface which presentedhim with both
physical and functional information. Becausehe could seethe
stateand structure of the system,he did not have to memorize
a set of procedures. Instead,he could usethe information in
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the P+F interface as an error signal to generateactions that
were appropriateto the current context. Thus, there was a
strongercoupling betweenAV’s actions and DURESSII, as
shownby the AH analysis at the level of first principles in
Figure 6. This strongercoupling also led to a larger degreeof
context-conditionedvariability (Turvey et al., 1982). Because
different trials had different goal setpoint values,AV’s actions
were more variable acrosstrials (seeFigure 3).
TL usedthe P interface which only displayed physical
information. Although it provided him with enough feedback
to control the systemefficiently, the P interfacedoesnot
reveal all of the interactions that govern DURESSII. As a
result, TL could not rely primarily on the feedbackin the
interface to generatehis actions. Instead,he had to acquire a
rote set of detailed actions that he usedas a script for each
trial. Thus, IL’s actions were less variable acrosstrials
becausethey seemedto be governedmore by the stepsin his
procedurethan by what was presently going on in the process.
Consequently,TL exhibited a weakercoupling to the first
principles of DURESS II (seeFigure 6). The regularities in
his control were at the action level (seeFigure 3).
The methodological novelty generatedby theseanalyses
is that the AH and DST (Port & van Gelder, 1995)can be
profitably combined to develop novel and informative
measurementtools. The different levels in the AH can be
usedto define framesof referencesfor the measurementof
operatoractions, or processbehavior, over time. As far aswe
know, this is the first time that the AH hasbeen usedfor this
purpose. The AH provides a relatively principled basis for
identifying framesof referencefor dynamical systems
analysis. This suggeststhat it may have applicability in
different domainsbeyond DURESSII. Although the content
of the levels of the AH will differ for various work domains,
the relationship betweenlevels will be the same. Thus, the
combination of the dynamic systemsapproachand the AH as
a measurementtool is a potentially widely generalizable
technique. If the results obtainedhere are any indication, then
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this tool should allow researchersto obtain important and
unique insights into their data.
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